FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
I was wearing, and to my hostess's delight gave it to her.
Throughout the entire journey I travelled elegantly adorned
with some piece of jewellery of that kind, so as to have it to
offer any woman whom there was occasion to thank.
When I was in the tent I was often interrupted in the course
of my housekeeping by visits from our lama neighbours. At
our first encounter they enquired whether we were not
Japanese, and we of course hastened to correct any such
impression. As early in the journey as Lanchow a policeman
took us for Japanese. I can only suppose that in Central Asia
the term Japanese is applied to any overseas foreigner.
One of the lamas, who had his head shaven and wore
moustaches, was big, fat, jovial and as garrulous as a
Marseillais, The other, his assistant, I imagine, had darker
skin and was tall arid thin. They would squat Turkish
fashion on our felt rug and we exchanged politenesses with
them.
"Lo-foyo meyo"
("Are there camels or are there not?")
The invariable answer was that they had no camels. And
then the fat lama would insist on pointing out Lhasa and
Galin Kutta (Calcutta) on the map of Asia. He had stout
fingers, but he could read the map and he had been to India.
He begged to have my mirror as a souvenir of our meeting,
but I put him off with an empty tin that had once contained
tomato extract.
The first mosquitoes of the year appeared at Nomo
Khantara and as I killed one on my arm the lama sadly
reproved me. To show me how to act in such circumstances
he took a sand-louse that was marching on to my rug and,
handling it gently, deposited it outside the tent. Still I did
see him scratch himself on occasion. He must certainly have
had lice on him, and I wondered whether he took pains to
treat them with such pre-eminently Buddhist gentleness.
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